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SimplyE adoption, 200+ libraries
3
4
SimplyE Advisory Council
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● NYPL
● Brooklyn Public Library
● DPLA
● LYRASIS
● Califa
● Amigos
● Minitex
● CT State Library
● Maryland State library consortium
Working together to Simplify ebook delivery and 
protect patron privacy!
Library Simplified and SimplyE app
National Digital Platform for Library E-content Service
founded by NYPL 
middleware
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SimplyE features 
● One app for all ebooks and audiobooks
● Epub and PDF viewer
● Open(DRM free) and licensed content(DRM) in one app
● Branded for your library
● Patron data is not collected nor revealed to third parties
7
8https://youtu.be/T6iLTYsYphw
Alfred P. 
Sloan-Funded 
Feasibility Study
150 Libraries Surveyed
● Use of ebook as source of 
information
● Common expected ebook 
features (EPUB)
● Expected digital platform 
features expected
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Question: Select five most frequently used features by 
your academic ebook readers:
User Experience 
Results 
While digital natives are familiar 
with computers . . .
● The “tools of research” are not 
native to their digital 
upbringing
● User expectations were more 
likely informed by “consumer” 
technology
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Question: Select which groups most need simplified 
ebooks access.  Check all that apply.
Device/Platform 
Results
The traditional computer now 
shares its importance in academia 
in the age of tablets and 
smartphones.
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Question: Indicated devices used for academic 
ebooks.  Check all that apply.
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Transition to an Open Ebook Ecosystem
Web Annotation 
Standard
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
$786K Mellon 
grant for NYU 
enhanced OA 
monographs
$1.8M IMLS Grant - 
NYPL for SimplyE
Readium 2 &
LCP - proposed ISO 
standard
OPDS 1.2 Release 
w/Library Lending 
Support
$1.5M Sloan 
Grant to move 
DPLA Exchange to 
production
$685K IMLS Grant for 
SimplyE Academic $1.9M Mellon Grants - 
U. Mich Press - fulcrum 
Ebook platform
Web-based 
SimplyE
client
Future Plans
(2021)
● SAML Authentication (LYRASIS, 
Columbia, Minitex)
● Enhanced local discovery (LYRASIS)
○ Web catalog
○ Direct links for local discovery systems
● Readium 2 for SimplyE (NYPL, LYRASIS)
● Content providers (in discussion)
● Readium LCP DRM Evaluation (Amigos)
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Keeping Up
Public libraries:
● Monthly call
● #general Slack channel
Academic libraries:
● SimplyE Academic Mailing list
● #simplye-academic Slack channel
Community WIKI:
● https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/SIM/Si
mplyE+Home
LibrarySimplified Web Site:
● www.libarysimpified.org
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